
 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Reflect the love of Jesus by bringing  

mobility and  dignity to those in  

developing countries who are unable to 

walk and provide the opportunity for 

meaningful work for volunteers. 

 Spring 2014 

www.petia.org 

         DISTRIBUTION 

 Since PET IA-Leighton started building carts,   883 PETs 

have been shipped all over the world. 

 

 * Nigeria Handclasp - 56 

 * Peru - 10 

 * Med Wish –7 

 * Hospital Sisters - 70 

 * Gleaning for the World - 98 

 * Med Wish - 120 

 * Kids Against Hunger - 45 

 * World Vision - 182 

 * Zimbabwe - 1 

 * Global Aid Network - 21 

 * PET MO - Honduras - 24 

 * PET MO - Sierra Leone –91 

“Aspire to Inspire before you Expire” 

Anonymous 

 

PET International would like to thank our 
distribution partner Kenya Relief who 

successfully imported and distributed 
these gifts of mobility. 

These photos capture the smiles the day when 
 Leighton carts were received by those needing mobility. 



Following the words of Matthew 25.40 

we serve God most when we serve others. 

The 900th PET reflects the contributions of 

many volunteers and financial supporters.   

NOTE the new design:  PET recipients will 

benefit from the adjustable positioning of 

the seat. Additional padding will provide  

pressure relief and comfort.  

                                               

NAME:__________________________________________ 

ADDRESS:_______________________________________ 

          _________________________________________ 

E-MAIL:_________________________________________ 

Employer matching gift:_____________________________ 

Gift $________   Memorial   Birthday   Anniversary   In Honor 

For presentations, tours, or ways 

you can help; contact: 

 

Pete Verhey     Bill Bruxvoort 

(641)204-1972    (641)780-0464 

 

Info@petia.org   

 

Please send this form with 

your tax deductible gift to: 

PET IA-Leighton 

100 Kirkwood St 

Pella, IA 50219 

Or  

www.petia.org 

PET IA– Leighton gratefully acknowledges: 

 Pella Community Foundation Grant to  

purchase a commercial sewing machine to 

stitch the re-designed seats. 

 Sea to Sea 2013 Bike Trip Grant to  

purchase a Grizzly Mill  that machines a 

part for the frame. 

 Vermeer Corporation for steel and parts, 

painting parts, and the continuing  

resource for acquiring steel. 

 Parts Makers and volunteers. 

New Partners: 

 LDJ Manufacturing Inc. for painting steel 

parts. 

 De Jong Manufacturing for steel parts. 

 Skunk River Block & Pallet for wood 

    material for packing. 

We celebrate the lives of Wilford Laverman 

who was a faithful volunteer in the  

wood shop in Leighton and  

Ronald Jansen who was   

a Parts Maker for PETs.    

PET IA-Leighton  

expresses sympathy to  

           the Laverman  family  

           and the Jansen family. 

 
    THANK YOU for your gift and to God be the Glory! 


